Conjunctions

Choose the appropriate conjunction from the list to complete the sentence.

because since yet until although while neither nor

Example: Do not talk ______while______ you are taking a test.

1. We could not go to the pool _________ it was raining.
2. The babysitter stayed with us ________ our parents went to dinner.
3. I don’t like mushrooms on my pizza, _____________ does my sister.
4. She does not play baseball _________ does she play soccer.
5. ____________ it is warm, I can wear shorts.
6. My brother hates tomatoes ___________ eats my grandma’s spaghetti sauce.
7. You must stay in your seat ____________ the bell rings.
8. You should not go outside ____________ you are sick.
9. ____________ it was cold, we played outside.
10. I like to eat pizza ____________ it tastes good.
Conjunctions Answer Key

Choose the appropriate conjunction from the list to complete the sentence.

because  since  yet  until  although  while  neither  nor

Example: Do not talk _____while_____ you are taking a test.

1. We could not go to the pool ___because____ it was raining.

2. The babysitter stayed with us __while____ our parents went to dinner.

3. I don’t like mushrooms on my pizza, ___neither_____ does my sister.

4. She does not play baseball ____nor_____ does she play soccer.

5. _____Since____ it is warm, I can wear shorts.

6. My brother hates tomatoes _____yet____ eats my grandma’s spaghetti sauce.

7. You must stay in your seat ___until____ the bell rings.

8. You should not go outside ___since____ you are sick.

9. __Although_____ it was cold, we played outside.

10.I like to eat pizza ___because____ it tastes good.